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Worst-Case and Probabilistic Analysis of a Geometric Location Problem 

Christos H. Papadimitriou * 

Laboratory for Computer Science 
Massachusets Institute of Technology 

Abstract 

,ve consider the problem of choosing K "medians" among n points on the 
Euclidean plane such that the sum of the distances from each of the n points to its 
closest median is minimized. We show that this problem is NP-complete. We also 
present two heuristics that produce arbitrarily good solutions with probability going to 1. 
One is a partition heuristic, and works when K grows linearly -- or almost so -- with n. 
The other is the "honeycomb" heuristic, and is applicable to rates of growth of K of the 
form K ~ n'=-, O<E<l. . 

l. Introduction 

In this paper we study a classical location problem: Suppose that we are given n 
points on the plane, and an integer K<n. We are asked to choose K of these n points 
and proclaim them to be centers or medians in such a way that if we add the distances 
from each point to its closest median, this sum is as small as possible. We call this 
optimization problem the K-median problem. · 

In [FH] it is conjectured that this problem is NP-complete (see [Kal], [GJ], [PS] for 
definitions concerning NP-completeness). It was already known [KH] that the K-median 
problem, with a metric not Euclidean but induced by a graph, is indeed NP-complete. 
The performance of heuristics for the problem with the general metric was anaiyzed 
both deterministically and probabilistically in [CFN] and [CNW]. Furthermore, a 
continuous version of the problem was of concern for a long time in economic location 
theory [St], [Bo], [FTl]. 

In Section 2 we show that the Euclidean metric version of the K-median problem is 
NP-complete, thus proving the Conjecture of [FH]. The result and its proof follow in 
style the analagous result about the traveling salesman problem[Pal], [GGJ]. 

Once an optimization 1: roblem is shown NP-complete, the interest of researchers is 
usually shifted towards the analysis of efficient heuristics that, hopefully, produce good 
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-- though suboptimal -- solutions (see [GJ], Chapter 6). In fact, Karp [Ka2], [Ka3] has 
initiated research on a probabilistic refinement of this approach: He gave heuristics for 
se,·eral hard combinatorial optimization problems that were efficient (sometimes on the 
average) and produced solutions which, with probability arbitrarily close to one, were 
arbitrarily close to the optimum. Such an approach to the K-median problem was taken 
in [FHJ. 

Before explaining the results of [FH], we need to make an observation about the 
K-median problem. Any instance of the K-median proble·m with n points can be solved 
exhaustively in time proportional to nc+l, where c = min(K,n-K). Thus, although the 
problem is NP-complete when K is not fixed but comes as a part of the input, it is 
polynomial for any fixed K. In fact, if we restrict K to grow extremely slowly with n -
say, K=loglogn -- then the exhaustive algorithm is not polynomial any more, but it 
certainly is subexponetial. It therefore makes sense to subdivide the instances of the 
K-median problem to classes, according to the rate of growth of K with n. [FH] give an 
"aggregation" heuristic, which is polynomial and has favorable error analysis '"·hen K 
grows slower than logn. (Notice · that, for this growth, the problem is most probably not 
NP-complete since it is solvable by a subexponential algorithm.) As a Lemma, they 
show that there are constants c 1, c2 such that the cost of the optimum is almost 

c1n c2 
certainly between ✓ K and ✓ K when n/K goes to infinity. We improve this result in 

c3n 
two ways: We prove it for bounded n/K (Lemma 2), and we find the exact limit ✓ K 

for n/K going to infinity faster than logn (Corollary to Theorem 5) 

In Sections 3 and 4 we give probabilistic algorithms for fast growths of K. Section 3 

is concerned with the case in which K grows faster than n(lognf113. We give a 
partitioning algorithm for this problem, and we show that when the points are drawn 

from a Poisson distribution with mean N, then this algorithm has O(N3 /logN) average 
execution time, and has a relative error smaller than any e >O with probability going to 
1 as 1\7 goes to infinity. Our main tool for proving this is a combinatorial lemma 
(Lemma I) which shm\'s that in the optimal solution with probability going to 1, no 
point is "much" further from its closest median. 

In Section 4 we study the case in which K grows slower than n/logn, but faster than 
logn. \Ve notice that the continuous location problem [Sta], [Bo] becomes relevant. \Ve 
give a proof that the continuous location problem is asymptotically optimized ,...,hen the 
area is divided up into hexagonal cells (this result was apparently known to L. Fejes 
Toth [FTIJ, as quoted by Bollobas [Bo]; an independent proof was found by Mordocai 
Haimodch [Ha]). We then use this result to analyze a very simple "honeycomb" 
heuristic which, in time O(nlogn) constructs a solution that has relative error smaller 
than e >0 with probability going to 1. Our probabilistic assumptions are that the n 
points are 11 independently and uniformly distributed variables on the unit square. 
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Finally, in Section 5 we discuss our results, a related recent development that may 
simplify our approach for the . case in which K grows exactly as n, as well as several 
related open problems. 

b. NP-completeness 

In order to show that the K-median problem is NP-complete, we have to formulate 
it first in a more suitable manner. We assume that the points are in the integral lattice, 
and are given as pairs of integer coordinates. 

A familiar problem arises -- see, for example, [Pa2], [GGJ], [Pal], [PS]: In order to 
be able to argue that the problem is in .A'?, we must round the distances down to the 

closest integer -- i.e., if PJ = (x1,y1) and P2 = (x2,Y2), then dist(p1,P2) = l../(xrx2/ 

+(y rY 2/J. This is done in order to avoid the difficulty of comparing sums of radicals, a 

problem of rather mysterious complexity. 

•. 
,ve define our problem thus: 

K-MEDIAN 
"Given a multiset P = {p J•···•Pnl of points with integer coordinates and 

integers Kand L, is there a subset 
n 

1l,f = fm J•···•mKl ~ P such that 7'=l dj ~ L, where dj = :~if dist(p;mf!" 

This strict definition only serves the purposes of the present Section. In order to apply 
probabilistic techniques, we will have to make the problem continuous. Even in the 
constructions of the present Section, we shall allow fractional -- and even irrational -
coordinates. The assumption is that all coordinates -- as well as the limit L -- will be 
eYentually multiplied by a sufficiently large integer and rounded, so that any required 
precision can be accomplished. 

,ve shall also occasionally define a point in p with a weight w. This will mean that 
there are w points in P with exactly the same coordinate. If a fractional weight is used, 
,-..·e are assuming that all weights (including unit weights) will be eventually multiplied 
by a sufficiently (yet polynomially) large integer, so that all weights become integers. In 
the sequel we shall use weights and non-integral coordinates without further explanation. 

Theorem l The K-MEDIAN problem is NP-complete 

Proof That K-MEDIAN, as defined above, is in ~_;fflJ is immediate. To prove 
NP-completeness, we shall reduce to K-MEDIAN the following problem: 
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EXACT COVER 

"Given a set U = /U1,U2•···•UJn/ and a family F = /S1,···•SJJ of subsets of 
U with IS) =3 j=I, ... ,k, is there a cover C<;;F such that jq=n and ~j=lfl" 

This problem is known to be NP-complete [GJ]. 

Before proceeding to the actual reduction, we shall discuss the properties of the 
configuration of points R (Figure la). R is called a row of length m. It has 6m+4 

points, and the two extreme points b,b' have weight m2 -- this will imply that they have 
to be medians in any optimal solution. Suppose that we must allocate m+2 medians to 
R. Then the two best solutions are shown in Figure la. They both designate b,b' as 
medians, plus m more points. Either l/'2j]'PJjt .. ·•PJm-I,jm} for some choices of iJ=l or 

2, /=l, ... ,m; or {p3h, P6h,P9h, ... ,p3m,jm} again for some choices of if. The former is 

called solution l -- it is really a family of solutions -- and the second solution 2_. 
Solution 1 induces to the points of R the partition shown in solid lines in Figure 1 a, 
whereas solution 2 the one with broken lines. Among each resulting group of 6 points 
the median can be chosen either as in Figure lb (called an upper median ) or in Figure 
le (lower median). Notice that solution 1 is cheaper by 2e where e = m·4. For our 
reduction, giYen any instance U = {u 1, ... ,u Jnl and F = {S J•···•SIJ of the EXACT 
COVER problem, we shall construct a point set f. (weighted) and integer K, as well as a 
limit L such that P has K medians with cost L or less iff there is an exact cover C ~ F 
of U. P consists of k rows R 1, ... ,Rk each of length 3n, arranged parallel to each other. 
(Figure 2, schematically). Thus, we can distinguish 3n columns of this formation, 
corresponding to the elements of U. 

\Ve shall examine in detail the "window" W of the Figure 2. It is shown in detail in 
Figure 3. 

The spots x,y, w,z of Figure 3 are not points of P, but only possible pos1t1ons of 
points. For each window, one of x,y and one of w,z positions is occupied with points of 

weight n·2. x is occupied iff ui rt. sj-1; y iff ui e sj-1· Similarly w is occupied iff 
u,'Esl z iff u,'(f_s; 

\Ve now define K = k(Jn+2) + Jn(k-1) . The first term provides enough medians for 
all k rows, and the second one median for the q-q' pair in each window W. 

L consists of 3 components L = L1+L2+L3 L1 = k(2*1.5+3n(2.2+2../J.04))-2nE. 
This cost comes from the k rows. In order to be achieved, all rows must be grouped 
according to solution 1 or 2, and, because of the -2ne term, at least n of them must be 
grouped by solution 1. 

L 2 = Jn(k-1 ), and comes from the cost due to the q or q' points. Only one in each 
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pair will become a median, at a cost of 1 per pair. 

L 3 ~
12

m~-1) is the cost of connecting each of the 6m(k-J) points x,y,w,z to the 
11 

closest q, q' or p point, always 2 away. 

Claim There exists M ~ P with IMI = K with cost L or less iff F contains an 
exact cover C of U. 

Proof of Claim Suppose that such an M exists. It is not hard to see that 3n+2 
medians must be allocated to each row and one median to each q-q' pair for the cost 
to be L or less -- to see this it suffices to consider the incremental cost or gain 
associated with adding or taking away one median. Each row is therefore grouped by 
solution I or 2 . Take the fact that Rj is grouped by solution 1 to mean that S .f C, 
where C is the claimed exact cover. In fact, at least n rows must ee grouped by 
solution 1 for L to be achieved, and hence C must contain at least n sets. 

Suppose that R j is grouped by solution 1 (i.e., Sf C). Consider the ;th group, where 
U1-E.Sj It looks like Figure 4 (or the corresponding lower median configeration). 

Since V1-ESj both w (above) and y (below) positions are occupied by a point. These 
two points cannot therefore be connected to their p-median with a link of length 2, as 
required. So they are connected to the corresponding q-medians. But this means that 
the x or y point of qj-J,i (respectively, the w or z point of qj,;J must be picked by their 

corresponding lower (respectively, upper) p-medians in Rj+J (respectively, Rj-JI• By 
induction, therefore, the i-th group of any row Rk k<j (respectively, k>;) must have a 
lower (respectively, upper) median. Hence this change in this kind -- upper vs. lower -
of medians can occur at most once per column. However, R j causes this change to all 

three columns corresponding to the three elements U
1
-E.Sj and thus there can be no 

overlaps in the sets Sj of C So, C contains at least n sets without overlaps: it is an 
exact cover. 

Con\'ersely, suppose that the given instance of EXACT COVER has a solution C. 
Then we can infer a solution M of the K-MEDIAN problem by allocating 3n+2 medians 
to each row, and 1 to each q-q' pair, having each Rj grouped by solution 1 if sl~-c, and 
by solution 2 otherwise. Finally, let j(i) be the index j of the unique Sf C such that 

ieSi \Ve group the i1h of Rj by an upper median if j?J(i), and a lower median if j<j(i). 
It follmvs that the. solution has cost L.□ 

It is more meaningful to consider the special cases of the K-MEDIAN problem, for 
which K is related to n in a prespecified way. Let K:&-J➔N be a (polynomially 
computable) function. By K(n)- MEDIAN we mean the set of all instances of 
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K-MEDIAN for which K=K{n). We can show, from Theorem 1, the following stronger 
result. 

Corollary Suppose that min(K(n),n-K(n)) = O(ne) for some e>O. 
K(n)-MEDIAN problem is NP-complete. 

Proof Standard "padding" arguments.□ 

Then the 

Corrollary 1 is in a sense the strongest possible result, with the present state of our 
understanding of complexity theory, because if either n-K(n) or K(n) grows slower than 
nE for all e, the K(n)-median problem can be solved by a subexponential algorithm. 

3 The Linear Case 

In this Section we consider the case in which K(n) = LanJ for some a</. Informally, 
this means that a fixed fraction of the customers are proclaimed medians, and therefore 
each median will be, on the average, responsible for a constant number of customers. 
\Ve consider point sets P = {p 1,, .. ,Pnl drawn from a Poisson process of intensity N on 
the unit square. As a result, the distributions of points in any two prespecified 
non-overlapping subregions of the unit square are independent n .is a random variable 
with expected value N. 

\\!e divide the unit square into Q = r-./ N;1ogNl2 equal smaller squares S 1, ... ,SQ each 

of side r ✓ ,\)'1og N r 1 and containing approximately logN points on the average. If 
J1<;,P, we let ~-..,(P} = meM iff dist(p; m) <dist(p;m 'l for all m'eM-{mj. \Vith 

probability 1, ~-.., is well-defined for all M~P. We let d3/ = dist(p;f M(P}) and C(;\.f) = 
11 lf 

_I d j, the cost of the set M of medians. Once we have fixed S 1, ... ,SQ we shall 
J=I 
define the separable cost of M. Let S(p) denote the square S; among S1, ... ,SQ for 

w·hich Pf:S;. \Ve define for Pf P, g ~ = ~~R, dist(p;m). Finally, the separable 

srmJ=Sfp) 

cost of JI is defined as C'(M) = £ g M_. Thus, informally, C'(M) is the cost of M under 
J=l J 

the additional restriction that customers must go to medians in the same square ~-

\Ve shall pro"e the following: 

Theorem 1, Let 1W be the optimal solution of P. Then C'(M) - C(M) = o(~
12J with 

probability 1-o(J) 

All asymptotic statements are meant as N goes to infinity. Thus, "with probability 
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1-o(l)" means "with probability going to 1 as N goes to in~inity". 

\Ve first need the following Lemma: 

. ii 3 -112 
Lemma l There 1s a constant c 1 >O such that mqx d ~ <c Jfa NJ with probability 

1-o(l). 
J J 

Proof It is clear that, with probability 1-o(l),nz~ and thus µ1lzl afJ. If mEM, let 

A(m) = f P/~~p) = mj. It follows that, with probability 1-o(l), there exist at least 

l a4'VJ medians mE,'vl with jA(m,h.;. It is therefore obvious that, for some constant 

c2>0, two of these medians -- say, m and m' -- are closer to each other than c2(aNr112 

with probability 1-o(J) (To see this, divide the unit square into l✓l "f1-1l equal squares; 

two of the l 0}
1
J medians are bound, by the pigeonhole principle, to fall in the same of 

these squares, and hence they cannot be further apart than the diameter of the square. 

This argument gives c2 = ✓8: c2 = jj/2 is possible). 

. ii 3 -112 
Suppose now that one bf the points P/(EP has d k > 2c2(Na ) . Then we claim that 

C'(,ff-{m/u{pk/) < C(M) -- absurd, since Mis optimum. To prove our claim, we shall 
construct a mapping 

" n " 
f: P-Jf-{m/U{PJ.j such that _l: dist(p,·f(p,l)<C(M). f is defined as follows: 

J=l f· . 

f(Pk) = P1,. .. 

f(p) = m' if Pf=-A(m) and Pj I Pk 
f(p} = m" if Pf=.A(m "), m" I m and Pj I Pk . 

Thus C(iW) - ; dist(p·f(p)) =ff_ l: (dist(pjm')-dist(pjm)k. 
j=l J PfA(m) 

( by the triangle inequality) 
A 

l1 
~ d k - IA(m) dist(m,m ') z 

. 2 . -1/2 
(srnce IA(m~ <-; and d1st(m,m ') 5,.c2(aN) ) 

A 

~ J1 -2c2(,"f\a3)f 1/2 > o 

This pro,·es the Lemma with c 1 = 2c2.□ 

Proof of Theorem 1 Lemma 1 implies that with probability 1-o(l), all points PJ=-P 
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3 -1/2 
such that S(p} /: S(f" (p )) lie in a "corridor" of width 2c i{tx NJ around the 

M 
perimeters of the small squares (Figure 5). Using this, we shall show how to modify the 
optimal solution so as to make it separable, with a total increase in cost which is 

(o(Nl/2)). 

The main idea is the foilowing: It is clear that the total number of points in P 
that lie within these "corridors" is o(N) with probability 1-o(I) --since each square has 

side asymptotically ,..._,/0(, whereas the width of the corridor is ,..._,,1 Ar· We shall show 

that we can assign each of these points to a median M in its own square which is, on 
-1/2 

the average, O(N ) away. 

The details are as follows: Let us divide each square S 1 into 4f ,/ log NJ triangular 
"slices" as shown in figure 6. The unit square is now divided into R = 4f ,/ log J\jQ 
triangles t 1, ... ,tR and the corresponding trapezoids r1, ... ,rR (see Figure 6). If Pr-P, we 
denote by r(p) the trapezoid it is in, or by l(Pj the triangle it is in -- exactly one is 

well-defined. Let bj be a random variable denoting IPnr): j=1, ... ,R; and let q.f-P be the 

point in t j that is closest to the basis of tj parallel to the side of the square, while hj is 
the distance of qj from the basis (see Figure 6). 

It is immediate that each tj has area J/N, where J = crJlog N, and thus the 
-J 

probability that Pntj = fJ is e . Thus we may assume that no Pntj is empty ( i.e., qj 

exists) with probability (1-e-J)R z 1-R/J = 1-o(J). We now claim that, with ,.. 
prob:1bilit.y J-o(1), we can assign the points of Pnrj to the median f ,Jq)elvl, and repeat 

M 

this for all r/s, at a total incremental cost that does not exceed c ;,//~N; for some 

c 3 >0. This would settle the theorem. 

The cost of connecting each point p of the bj points m r f P to f i/q ), 

dist(p,f" (q
1
-J) can be bounded from above as follows (with probability 1-o(J)). 

J1 
dist(p,f ,._(q)) ~ dist(p,q)+dist(qjf Jqj) 

lvl . M 

3 -112 , 3 -112 h 1 · · . b d d b $./2(c j{tx N) +r1) + c 1(a NJ Thus t e tota rncrease rn cost 1s oun e y 

,.. " 3 -1/2 R R 
C'(i\1)-C(M)~citx N) + _t b1~2 _t bf j 

1=/ J=l 
-3/2 

The area of each rj is equal to csa IN for some constant Cf thus the b/s are 



r.· J 
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-J/2 
identically and independently distributed random variables with mean c j<X , and 

R 
hence, by the central limit Theorem, with probability 1-o(l) l: 

. j=l 
-3/2 N -1 

b1~2Rcj<X sc6N/.JlogN for some c6>0. hj takes values from Oto l =l/2l.J7
0
gNJ , 

and the expected number of points in Pntj is J=c.,JlogN. To calculate l{h), we note 
that, prob(hj>xl) = 

J '° i 2i (x2-2x)J -xJ 1 -xJ L -J J+l -1/2 
e- ,.:

0
frfl-x) = e se . Hence {(hjs-Lf; xde J-e 1 sc8N Thus 

. 3 -1/2 R J -1/2 
/,(lzJ)sc9(a N) , and by the central limit Theorem _2: hf/,_2RC9(a N) 

J=l 

5:.c1o.J(N/logN) with probability/-o(/). It follows that C'(M)-C(M)sc1i(a3/ogN/N/
112 

with probability 1-o(l}, and the Theorem is proved.□. 

Theorem 2 implies that the optimum separable solution -- the one that minimizes 
C'(Jf) -- would be a good approximaton to the optimum solution. We shall describe 
below an algorithm for computing the optimum separable solution. 

The algorithm is a dynamic programming scheme. Let f(i,j) be the cost of the 
optimal way of allocating i medians to Si and let F(i,j) the cost of optimal way of 
allocating a total of i medians to the squares S 1,S 2, .. ,,S; It follows that 

F(i, I) = f(i, I) for i=l,2, ... ,tanj 
F(i,j+/) = ,r, i r; . {F(k,j) + f(i-k,j+I)] for j=l, ... ,Q and i=j+l, ... ,tanj. Notice that 

J 5k<1 
F~anj.Q) is the required optimum cost, and that the dynamic programming scheme can 
be implemented in such a way that the optimal allocations of medians are recovered 
after the determination of the optimal cost. This dynamic programming scheme requires 

2 
0_anJ evaluations of the function f(i,j). Notice that t(Qi.anj}=0(7~N). 

For any i and fixed j, evaluating f(i,j) can clearly be done in a number of 

operations bounded by d2k, where d>O and k9PnS), Thus the expected number of 
operations for evaluating f(i,j) is 

co d*2k(to1:Nf -logN logN . . 
1: 'J.:I ~ = de = d*N Therefore, this algorithm has an expected 

k=o . 
NJ 

total number of steps 0( log!/ 

Tp evaluate the relative error of the algorithm, we need the following Lemma. 
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A ~ 

Lemma 1 If JI is the optimum solution, then, with probability J-o(J), C(Mfc.c rJN for 
some c1>0. 

Proof Let us fix a value for n; the points in Pj are thus uniformly distributed in the 

unit square. Divide the unit square into f~El squares, where p<<l is to be p 
determined. How many squares contain exactly one point? This is at least as much as 
a binominl ,·arinble with n trials and probability 1-p. So, by Chebyshers inequality, at 
least (J-2p)n squares have one point, with probability J-o(n-1). 

Consider these (l-2p)n squares, each of side a7~.!!..f 1. In how many of these 
p 

squares the point is further than pa from the boundary? By Chebyshef, at least 

(1-Jp;Jn with probability J-o(n-1). Choose (J-3pf =(I iJ, Suppose that aj is the 

distance from Pj to the point in P-pj closest to Pj and assume that P has been ordered 
in decreasing a/s. The above argument suggests that, with probability 1-o(l), ap...Jp/n 

n n 
for j5,( /- ~ )n. Thus . ~ ap.l!J-4n. It is, however, clear that . ~ aj is a 

J=n-tanJ+I J=n-tanj+/ 

lower bound for C(,M). Since n~1' with probability 1-o(J), the Lemma follows.□ 

Combining the proceeding observations with Theorem 2 and Lemma 2 above, we 
obtain 

Theorem3 The dynamic programming algorithm above requires an expected number of 
3 A 

operations or/'r N) and produces a set M of medians with relative error C(MJ-<;J M) = 
og C(M 

o(l) with probability 1-o(/).□. 
\Ye note that the same approach works for slightly sublinear growths of K(n) in 

particular K(n)=<,)(11/log
113 

n). In the next Section we handle in a very different way 
more sublinear growths of K(n), namely K(n)=nE for some O<e <I. 

4. The Honeycomb Heuristic 

In this Section we consider the case in which K(n) grows slower than n/logn but 
faster than logn. For simplicity, we shall only deal explicitly with the family of growth 
k(n)=tnE j for some E O<e <.I; generalization to the above mentioned range is immediate 
from our proofs. 

A simple consequence of this growth is that both K(n) and n/K(n) go to infinity 
quite fast -- as 11°,o >0. That 11/K(n) grows quite fast means, intuitively, that the average 
median woukl, asymptotically, be responsible for a "continuum" of points. It is 
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therefore natural to consider the following continuous, deterministic version of the 
problem. 

"Place K points m={m J•···•mK} in the unit square so that 

* K C (M)= _,; f dist(m ;A)dA is minimized", 
J=IDj 

wh~re Dj=/xE[O,Jj:dist(x,m)5dist(x,m;) for all ilj} are the Dirichlet cells (Voronoi 
polygons of Shamos [Sh])of the point mj with respect to the point set M (see Figure 7 
for an example). Dj is then the locus of all points that are closest to m f it is easy to 
see that Dj is ah .. ·ays a convex polygon (since it is the non-empty intersection of the 
half-planes dist(x, m )5dist(x,m ;), i/j). 

Let Rn be the regular n-gon of unit area, and let c be its center. We let 

'Y (n)= J disr(c,A)dA. A simple calculation yields 'Y (n)=f arcsinh(t)+t.J 1 +t2 j/6.J 13 n, where 
Rn 

/=tan~). Some values of -r(n) are given in Table 1. The following Lemma is shown in 
11 . 

[FT] 

Lemma I Let Sn be a convex n-gon with unit area, and let p€Sn- Then 
} dist(p,A)dA'c.-r (nj;:J . 

n 
A tedious calculation yields 

Lemma 4 The function (,y(xJr2 is concave for x~}.□ 

The following Lemma says, essentially, that if we partition the unit square into 
many polyogons, then each polygon must, on the average, have fewer than 6 sides. It is 
a rather surprising application of Euler's formula, and can be found, for example, in 
Heawood's 5-color proof [He]. 

Lemma ~ Let {S;, ..• ,Sk!'I be a partition of the unit square in k convex polygons, with 
k 

m I·····mk sides, respectively. Then _I m1;56k-2.□ J=l 
Using these Lemmas, we can show the following Theorem: 

,,...- -1/2 
Theorem ! If ~WJ=K, then (.., titk.K -r(6). 
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K 
Proof By definition, c*(M)= .r. J dist(m ;A)dA where Dj is the Dirchlet cell of m j with 

J=lDj 

K 3/2 
respect to Jf. If Dj is and n jgon, we have by Lemma 3 C'(M) ~ _i ID) 

J=l 
· 

00 3/2 n 3/2 n 
-y(n) = i 'Y(k) . i ID) , where Gk = {j: n1, = kj. Recall that _l: x; with _l: x; 

k=J JEGk 1=1 1=1 
fixed is minimized when all x;'s are equal. 

* 
00 ~ID;} 112 Thus, C (Jf) ~ /:J -y(k},G/J(- G ) . 

The latter expression can be written as 

C'(MJ;:: ; IGJJ ( r, 1Da!J!s13l2) 
k=3 -y(kf jEGk J IGJJ 

By the same argument, the right hand side of the inequality above can be bounded 
from below · 

c*r:~1) '?.{; t1D)7~~J) ( l~1'~ / 12
; {; IG/J/'Y2(kJ/12 

= (~ 'Y-2rnyi112
. However, 

k=3 'Y (k) k=J j=l 
since 'Y-2 (x) is concave, (Lemma 4) we have, by Jensen's inequality 

K 
i 11 • 

c* (1'.f) '?. K-l 
12 

'Y (j=f J) which, by Lemma 5 and since 'Y is non-increasing, gives: 

* -1/2 
C (Jf)'?. K 'Y(6).□ 

Theorem 4 implies that asymptotically as K grows the optimal partition of the 
square into polygons with respect to the valuation <! is the one that consists of regular 
hexagons -- ignoring the effects of the boundaries of the unit square. A very simple and 
efficient heuristic for solving the K(n)-median problem for this range of growths of 
K(n) is immediately suggested by Theorem 4. 

Given P={p 1, ... ,p11/ 

a. Find K=K(n) 
b. Tile the plane with hexagons H 1,H i, ... each of area 1/K. Choose those hexagons Hj 

for which HF=[O,Jj. Let the set of their centers be H=fh1,···•"kl• k~K. 
c. Define the set of medians M={m 1, ... ,m,JCP by dist(m ;h j~dist(p,h j for all pEP. 

The remaining part of this Section is a probabilistic analysis of this honeycomb 
heuristic. Our probabilistic assumptions are that n is fixed and P={p J•···Pnl consists of 
points independently and uniformly distributed over the unit square. The following 



n y(n) [l/y(n)] 2 

3 .545 3.37 

4 .478 4.37 

5 .444 5.07 

6 .424 5.55 

7 .412 5.88 

8 .404 6 .12 

9 .398 6.30 

10 • 394 6.43 

15 .384 6. 77 

20 .381 6.90 

30 .378 6.99 

40 . 377 7.03 

50 .377 7.04 

100 .376 7.06 

1000 .376 7.07 
2 9z °' 7.07 00 

3/ir °',376 

Table 1 - Values of y(n) 
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Lemma is shown in [FH] 

Lemma ~ If i\1 is the optimum solution, there is a constant c such that 
A 1/2 

C(.H)?.cnK(n) with probability 1-o{l).□ 

\Ve also need the following Lemma, which is a specialized result about 

multinomial distributions. Suppose that we have divided the unit square into 2
2

m equal 

small squares, where ni-2m=n6 for some 6>0. 

Lemma l With probability 1-o(J) each small square will contain Nj points of P, where 

IN rn!Jl=o(,l)). 

To prove Lemma 7 we need a purely probabilistic fact: 

Lemma ~ Let b be a binomially distributed random variable with probability 1/2 and n 
trials. Then prob~b-n/2J>n•5~S:e-n6 for large enough n. 

Proof It is well-known that 

prob(b=j) = Bj,n = fj}T 11
• By Stirling's formula 

B· ::::,E(n,j) ('1;J+I/2(n,1 n-j-1/22-n 
J,11 ✓1rn/2 J n-y 

where E(n,j) is an error term 

I • - 1 11
2-ni+l -

E1 n,j) - I+ J/ 1 if nj(n-j) )+ ... - 0(1 ). 

Letj=1--x, · x~O (for XS:0, similarly). Then for some c 1 >O, 

B · <c (nl/2(n/)-x)-n/2+x(n0+x)-x-n/2) 
J,n- I n 2 n 2 

X 

=c1(nl/2(l- x2 i"/2/]ilt/ 
(n/2Y J, n/l 
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Proof of Lemma 7 Fix an a >O, and define 
p ·=je_,fXo/2 -
J 

!-= 4 i-irni-0-1);5~ 
J . I t= 

We shall prove by induction on k that each of the 2k subregions -- squares if k 
even, rectangles is k odd -- contain between n2·k+fk points, with probability I-pk 
Notice that this settles the Lemma. 

To start the induction, the assertion holds for k=O. Suppose that it holds for k=j. 
Let Aj+J be one of the 2j+l subregions, and let Aj be the unique subregion among the 

2j that contains it (if j is even,Aj is a square and Aj+J is its half rectangle; if j is odd, 
A j is a rectangle consisting of two squares, and A j+ 1 is one of them). For N large 
enough, we have by Lemma 8: 

prob(,4j+J contains ~ :tN5~pts I Aj contains Nk.I-e·Na Hence 

prob(A j+/ has ni-O+I)-J:.(1tr(n2-i+f ; 5~ ptslAj has n2-j+fj ?.l-e-(ni-Lt /. 

But this can be rewritten as 
1· I) · · -(n2-Lff 

prob(Aj+J has ni-iJ+ ±fj+J pts I Aj has nTl±fj?.1-e . 

prob(all Aj+J 's ha\'e ni-O+I)±fj+J pts I all A/shave n2-j±Jfa 

Jn2j-f/ ,Jj+J .J+l -(n2Ltf -,~oil Thus (J -e r' r ?. 1-£ e ?.1-e prob(All Aj+J°s have 

ni-O+J):!:.lj+J pts) 

· rf-0/2 
?.prob(All Aj's have nTl-J:.lj pts)(J-e- ) 

?. (by induction hypothesis) (1-pj(l-e-ff'
012

) 

fX0/2 
?.i-e' -pj ?.1-Pj+J•□• 

Lemma 7 implies that with probability 1-o(l) every subdivision of the unit square 
into not more than ,,J-e equal squares will contain only squares that have ne points, 
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plus or minus a lower order term. It will .be very useful in evaluating how well the 
continuous deterministic problem approximates the K-median problem. 

A 

The error analysis is rather simple, though tedious, since it involves the numbers C(M), 

nc"'(I\'1),C(~-1),nC"'(M),nC* (H) and -y(6)n/.JK -- here Mis the optimal solution, Mis the 
solution found by the heuristic, and His the set of hexagonal centers. C is our ordinary 
cost valuation, whereas c"' is its continuous counterpart. Our strategy is shown in 
Figure 9. A solid undirected line between A and B means that we shall show -- in the 
Lemma whose number is indicated on the line -- that IA-Bl=o(n/.Jk(n)) with probability 
1-o(l). A broken directed line from A to B means that A~B. Once we establish all 

this, it is immediate that C(M)-C(M)=o(n/.JK(n)). 

C(M) 

/ 
obvious 9 
/ • 

" 
C(,i!) nC{M) 

9 II 

" 
c*(.ll) nC(H) Figure 9. 

" The~m 4 JO 

-y(6)-N/.JK{n) 

Lemma 9 jC(iif-nc•rit~ = O(n/.Jk(n) with probability (1-o(l). 

Proof Recall that K{n) = lneJ. Let us divide the unit square into 22m equal squares, 

1og2r,h 
where m=t. ~ j for some e<8</. Let each such square have a side of length 6. 

,v e shall show that, with probability 1-o{I) no point Pf P has d t/P pc 1/.J K(n) 

for some constant c 1. Suppose that such a point Pj existed. Then, with probability 

1rcryn 
1-o(I ), the disc with center Pj and radius c 1!3.J2K(n) has at least 1 SK(n) points of P in 

it. This is established by considering the small 6~6 squares falling within this disc, and 
applying Lemma 7. However, one could then make Pj into an additional median, at a 
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. f l 1r" (- c I -}~. Th ~ . 'd . l sa\'lngs o at east 54 ✓K(n)'3- ere1ore, one can argue m a manner 1 enttca to 

Lemma 1, that there exist two medians in M within distance (2K(n)i
112

, each having at 
most 211/K(n) points. _By choosing 6 appropriately, we establish that 
mqxd "(p ,Js;c 1/.JK(n) with probability 1-o(l). · 

J J-1 J' 

- -
Let us define now yet another valuation C of any set of medians. C is a 

discretized version of c*: we assume that one point of weight n!J. 2 is in the center cj of 
~ach 6. 6. square Sj and calculate 

C(,W) = .: 116.2 ~ dist(m ;ed. Let us calculate IC(M)-nc*(MJ This difference is due 
)=1 SCD · I- ) 

to "lost" squares along the perimeters of the D/s, and also to a "discretization" error. 
The perimeter does not exceed c2.JK(n) -- since it consists of O(K(n)) sides, all bounded, 

by the above remark, by c 1/.JK(n); so there are at most c j'iK(n)/6. lost squares, a total 

error ~n6. 2c3{✓K(n)/t:i)mr dJP/ =c4nt:i=c(n/.JK(n)). The "discretization" error totals 

to, at most, n6.~, also o(n/.JK(n)). Thus IC(M)-nC*(M~=c(n/.JK(N/). 

Let us now evaluate IC(M)-C(M.A, This difference contains also a "distribution" 
error (squares that haYe more or fewer points than their share), besides the boundary 
and discretization errors. However, Lemma 7 says that, with probability 1-o(l), this 
new error is o(n)ma.y d i/Pj=c(n/.JK(n).□ 

That jnC(iU)-C*{MA=o(n/.JK(n) can be shown in a very similar way to Lemma 9. 

\Ve now turn to 

Lemma JO 11IC*(H)-"Y(6)/.JK(n).=c(n/.JK(n) with probability l-0(1) 

Proof Each of the hexagons in the tiling {H 1,H i, ... } has area 1 /K(n), and therefore 

side c4/.JK(n). Thus, there are at most c5.JK(n) hexagons that cross the boundary of the 
unit square. It is contributions from these squares that increase C*(H) away from · 

-3/2 
-y(6)/✓K(11). However, each hexagon on the boundary adds at most c6(K(n)) 

toC*(/1) and thus the total deviation is 1ric*(H)-"Y(6)/.JK(n).5.c7n/K(n)=c{n/.JK(n)).□ 

Lemma !!. njC*(M)-C*(H).=c(n/.JK{n)) with probability 1-o(J). 

Proof The difference between c*(M) and c*(H) is due to the "displacement" of the 
medians from the centers of the hexagons to the points closest to the centers. Now, 
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each center of hexagon falls in one of the b..'1-b.. squares (b.. =n· l/]+1,' arbitrary f >0), and 
,ve know that, with probability 1-o(J), there is at least one point from P in each square 
(Lemma 7). Thus this desplacement is for no center greater than ~2ll, with probability 
1-o(l). The total error due to displacement is therefore no greater than n42b... Taking 

1-E. 
l> <2 , we prove the Lemma. □ 

We can finally show: 

Theorem 5 The honeycomb heuristic constructs in time 0(nlogn) a set M of medians 
having relative error · 

(C(J1)-C(Jf)/C(M)) = o(l) with probability 1-o(I). 

Proof The error analysis follows from Lemmata 9 through 11 and Theorem 5. For the 
time boundi we have to show that in time 0(nlogn) we can find for each point in a set 
H, IH!::;N, the closest to it from another point set P,l~~n. This, however, is possbile by 
the Voronoi techniques of Shamos [Sh].□ 

By Theorem 5, we can explicitly calculate the exact limit of the optimal cost for 
this range of K(n): 

Corollary For K(n)=(A)(/ogn), K(n)=o(n/logn), we have prob~C(M~K(n) - -,(6~>e)=l-o{J) 

for all E. >0. D 

5. Discussion 

,ve note that no NP-completeness results are known for the following two variants 
of the K-median problem: 

(a)One does not restrict M to be a subset of P. That is, the K 
medians can be chosen to be totally new points. 

(b)The min-max version of the K-median problem. 

\Ve conjecture that both problems are NP-complete. 

As far as probabilistic analysis of heuristics is concerned, our results leave open 
two regions of the spectrum of growth of K(n}. 

• 
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For the. case that K(nJ=tcrnJ, a very interesting recent result by J.Michael Steele 
[Ste] may simplify our approach considerably. Steele proved that, if any valuation f 
mapping finite point sets to the reals, satisfies the following properties 

(a)f is Euclidean, i.e., linear and invariant under translations 
(b)f is monotone, i.e., f(AJ/Pn+Jlkf(P) 
(c)f has bounded variance, under the uniform distribution 

(d)f is subadditive, i.e. if {S;}~J is a partition of the unit square into squares of 

m 
total perimeter L, f(P)5:_ :E f(Pns;)+O(L). Then with probability l 

i=l 
f(P1, .. ,,PnJ A~1!< ✓n Bf a constant. Using this Theorem, Steele gives a simple 

derivation of the Beardwood, Halton, and Hammersley Theorem [BHH]. Notice that 
the \·aluation fa( P)=min{C(M).~W!=t.alfHJ for some a O<J:t. <I, does not satisfy conditions 
(b) and (d) above; however, Steele claims that the conclusion of the Theorem still holds 
for Fa [Ste]. Explicit proofs of this fact have actually appeared [Ha,Ho] This suggests 
the following simple partition heuristic for the K(n)=t.anj case. 

1 )Partition the unit square into "'n/logn smaller squares 
2)Solve the K(n)-median problem for each of the smaller squares 

As a result of Steele's Theorem, the optimum such restricted separable solution gives a 
solution that is asymptotically very close to the exact optimum. We note, however, that 
our approach is still necessary for K(n)=o(n). 

- - - - - - --- - - -- - --- - - - --- - - - - - -

• 
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